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William A. McClenaghan William A. McClenaghan William A. McClenaghan William A. McClenaghan 1. Electoral College 1 answ 3. Chief legislature 1 answ 4. Presidential primary 1 answ 6. Winner-take-all 1 answ 8. Chief administrator 2 answ 10. keynote addresses 2 answ 11. Chief executive: Holding executive power
of the United States, Chief Dolo meal: Architect of American policy, spokesman for the world 1 answ 12. A. The no third-quarter tradition came from Washington not accepting more than two terms. B. F.D.R. broke this tradition. C. Presidents may now serve only two terms 1-answ 13. Critics want to repeal the 22st
amendment for regarding it as un-democratic 1 answ 14. Articles 3 and 4 of the 25th admonishment say the president must inform congress that he can now handle his powers and duties longer, the vice president and a majority of cabinet must inform Congress that the president is incapacitate, the president may resume
powers when he is healthy. 1 answ 15. The constitution and presidential act of 1947 addresses presidential succession by creating a fixed order in which the presidential office is filled. 1 answ 16. The constitution says the vice president is presiding over the Senate, questions presidential disability and is president in wait.
1 answ 17. The frames wanted special body of presidential voters who would cast two votes, the candidate with most votes would become president the candidate with the second most votes would become vice president. 1 answ 18. The electoral college system had a mistake, as when parties formed the candidates in
the first and second place, opponents of separate parties were opponents. 1 answ 19. the 12th amendment separated the presidential and vice presidential elections. 1 answ 20. A vote is given in the primary area while people in caucus consumpte each other. 1 answ 21. National conventions unite the party to prepare
their presidential candidate 1 answ 22. proportionate representation enables candidates to get a relationship of votes in primary, even if they do not win the state. 1 answ Page 2 US Government Magruder's U.S. Government Pg. 387 23. A. Presidential voters are chosen by popular vote in each state. B. Electoral votes
are counted by counting in a joint session of congress. 1 answ 24. The electoral college is criticised for not always determining the winner, voters don't have to vote with the popular vote, and the house of representatives might have to decide. 1 answ 25. Answers can include experience, honesty, ability to take control,
and the ability to keep promises. 1 answ 26. A. Adams meant that the vice president has little power, but has potential to be president. B. Now Adams can change his idea because the vice president has more power. 1 answ 27. A. The phrasers chose these qualifications because they ensure the president is ready to
and have ties to the land. B. opinion 1 answ 28. Answer may include the fact that many people still believe that men have better leaders and the primary reflects this. 1 answ 29. Politicians from larger states usually get more support. 1 answ 30. It shows how important it is the location and population of a state when it
comes to presidential candidates. 1 answ 31. 386 Pages 392 Welcome to the US Government! This course will require you to analyze the principles of power and politics, to investigate the rights and responsibilities of citizenship, and to understand the function of American and other governing systems. A historical
perspective will allow us to detect various themes in the US government, including the continued challenge of shaping a more perfect union of realized ideals. Our lessons will be structured to promote a large part of the interaction and independent investigation. For a preview of what we will learn this year, you can view
the district's curriculum chart. Text: McClenaghan, William A. Magruder's U.S. government. Boston, MA: Hall, 2005. You can access the whole text online! Go to www.pearsonsuccessnet.com. Click Register. On the first screen, tap the access code corresponding to your period (see below). Follow the instructions to
register; create a user name and password. You will need to use the access code created for your class period. Please note that these codes are case sensitive. Period 2 Codes will be published soon. Chapter 1 - Principles of Government President Ronald Reagan once made audiences laugh by claiming that the nine
terrifying words of the English language were, I am of government and I'm here to help. Although most Americans have at least some negative views on their government in general, most will admit that some government is really needed. In this chapter we will study the foundations of government, the origin of the state,
and the meaning of power. Chapter 2 - Origin of the US governmentThe origin of the US government can be carried down to the earliest days of civilization by the Code of Hammurabi, the Ten Commandments, the Twelve Tables of Rome, and Magna Carta, but the arguments and grievances that unleash the American
self-government are more firmly rooted in the eighteenth century. In this chapter, we will briefly review the causes of American independence to better understand the goals and motives of our Foundation Fathers before we explore the ways in which their vision continues to shape our national fate. Chapter 3 - The
Constitution The U.S. Constitution contains fewer than 4500 words, but the framework established therein still provides the basis of our government. Although it has been quite modified and reinterpreted over the past 230 years, the influence of the founders can still be felt. In this chapter we will take a brief survey of the
entire Constitution before we continue to Our Founding Fathers, terrified that any government can grow until it threatens freedom, has several restrictions on government forces in Constitution. One of these restrictions was federalism, a system in which governing power is shared between central and regional
governments. In this way, the Constitution also retained a role for the state governments, a critical condition for obtaining the adoption of people who recently waged war for the independence of their states. The two low governments conflict sometimes, so the boundaries between them subtly shift from time to time. In this
chapter we will study the relationship between our national and state governments, and between the different states. Chapter 19 - Civil Liberties: First Amendment freedoms Americans are happy to enjoy many freedoms. Although these rights are now taken for granted, there are millions living in other parts of the world
who are not so happy. So what does the First Amendment guarantee? What exactly do we mean by speech, religion, purple, petition and meeting? Chapter 20 - Civil Freedoms: Protecting individual rights It is crucial to understand that our government is bound to follow its own rules – that is what we mean by the rule of
law, and it is guaranteed by the Constitutional promise of proper process. But proper process also means so much more. This means that the government's rules themselves should be fair, that they cannot deprive us of anything that is essential to the American concept of ordinated freedom. Chapter 21 - Civil Rights:
Equal Justice Under the Law 5 - Political PartiesWheat or not you approve of political parties, it is impossible to imagine the American political process without them. In this chapter we will study the political behaviour and the organization of both large and small political parties, and explore the ideologies they divorce
through a collective effort to define our own ideologies. Chapter 6 - Voters and Voter Behavior Who do people vote? Who should be allowed to vote? Does a privilege, a right or an obligation? In this chapter we will study the history of mood in the United States in an effort to answer these questions. A fun simulation to
learn about kieroneering: 7 - The Electoral Process The United States government ressses on the principles of democracy, so keeping periodic elections is a requirement of our Constitution. Nomination candidates, campaigns, and ultimately holding elections are three separate phases of the election process by which
our representatives are selected in government. Chapter 8 - Mass Media and Public OpinionThe time Americans spend on television, newspapers, magazines, radio, and the internet amounts to significant portions of their lives. It stands to reason, then, that many Americans' views on politics and government will be
influenced and shaped by the way they get their information. While many other factors weigh equally, or even more heavy, our attitudes towards the government, in this chapter we will focus on the role of the media in shaping our Opinion. Chapter 9 - Interest groups Interterest groups share many of the features of
political parties. People voluntarily join them to draw attention to public policy issues, and they raise money to participate in the election process. They are different in two significant respects - they don't nominate their own candidates, and they're much more ideological. While you can find two Democrats who disagree on
abortion, it won't make sense to members of a Pro-Life group to consider themselves Pro-Choice. In this chapter, we will study the increasingly important roles played by stakeholder groups and give you the opportunity to investigate certain groups on your own. Congress was called the first government branch for various
reasons. The legislative power is the first to be described in the Constitution. Congress is the governing institution closest to the people and probably has more power to state public policy than the other branches. Chapter 11 - Powers of Congress congress have the power to do many things, but its power is not without
limitation. The Constitution grants specific powers to the federal government and certain other powers may be reasonably implied. The problem lies in knowing where those boundaries are set. Even after more than two centuries of debate, the definitive resolution for the problem has not yet been found. Chapter 12 -



Congress in Action What do you elect, Congress in action or Congressional action? Your answer will depend on your attitude to government, but whatever your preference, you will realize that various features in our Constitution make legislation very difficult. Checks-and-balance between branches of government and a
bicameral legislature seems designed to lead timetable, but the process can produce impressive results when needed. Chapter 12 Necessities (Study Guide)Chapter 12 Online Content (Publisher's Website) Chapter 13 - The Presidency The Foundation Fathers have created the office of President only after long debates
on the proper role of the executive in a democracy. Anxious to prevent being created too strong or weak a government has been hit several balances. In this chapter we introduce the office of the President and discuss issues relating to the qualifications, nomination and election of the Leader of the Free World.Chapter
13 Necessities (Study Guide)Chapter 13 Crossword (Vocabulary Review)Chapter 13 Online Content (Publisher's Website)Chapter 14 - The Presidency in ActionChapter 14 Essentials (Study Guide)Chapter 14 Online Content (Publisher's Website)Chapter 15 - Government at The Work : The BureaucracyThe federal
bureaucracy is sometimes called the fourth branch of government in recognition of the incredibly important role it plays in our political system. Chapter 16 - Financing GovernmentThe Federal Government relies on several streams of revenue to generate the trillions of dollars it spends each year, though in Over the past
decades many of our spending has been funded by Government spending accounts for a significant share of Gross Domestic Product, and the government uses its spending power to influence the economy in many ways. In this chapter we will study how the government raises the money it needs. Chapter 17 - Foreign
Policy and National Defense What role should the United States play in world affairs? How should the president deploy our military and diplomatic resources? What policy should the United States pursue overseas? How should we confront threats from abroad? The United States is the one essential nation mentioned in
international relations, but even a global superpower has limits. In this chapter you will learn about our abilities and discuss answers to the above questions. Chapter 17 Necessities (Study Guide)Chapter 18 - The Federal Court system The federal judiciary sometimes looks like a humble in the Constitution. The Framers
didn't dedicate much attention to it, and most modern Americans continue that approach. Yet, as guardians of the Constitution, the courts have extraordinary influence over almost every public policy debate. Debate.
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